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Brexit & Ireland’s Forestry Sector - Update

Since our first edition of Veon Vision a lot has happened and yet not enough progress has been
made. The developments in late 2017 that saw a dramatic week in Irish politics as well as in the EU
negotiations ended with agreement that Brexit negotiations move to the second stage. This is
hugely important to us all as now, after more than 18 months, we are finally seeing trade talks
commence.
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Jean-Claude Junker was quick to caution that the second stage of talks would be more difficult than
the first, which were clearly difficult. Tough or not, it’s past time solid progress was made on the
trade talks. Business needs the certainty that will emerge from these negotiations so that plans can
be put in place to deal with the new realities.
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Ireland gained crucial assurances in relation to cross border trade. “The United Kingdom remains
committed… to its guarantee of avoiding a hard border…In the absence of agreed solutions, the
United Kingdom will maintain full alignment with those rules of the Internal Market and the
Customs Union which…support North-South cooperation, the all-island economy and the protection
of the 1998 Agreement.”1
For forestry, these are important words. Ireland imports sawlog from west Scotland, but timber
from southern Ireland is exported to mills in Northern Ireland. Equally, processed timber is
exported to Britain while the same product is sent south from mills in the North. As such, these
assurances give guidance on what future trading demands will emerge over the coming year.

Cross Border Trade
No one knows with certainty about future border arrangements but what we do know is that the
border, as we currently know it, will change – by how much has yet to be answered. Even if the UK
were to achieve a Free Trade Agreement with the EU, it will still become a Third Country outside
the EU. It is hard to see how this can mean anything but customs controls being introduced – even
if electronic and apparently invisible. Business will need to consider how it will administer the sale
of goods and services across the border, the VAT implications and the resultant administrative
burden. These changes will introduce costs and training needs, so timely information is necessary
to enable business to plan.
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Joint Report From The Negotiators Of The European Union And The United Kingdom Government
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Timber Prices Post Brexit Referendum
Ireland exports 80% of sawn softwoods, the It shows that prices did indeed drop in the
majority of this going to the UK where Irish timber immediate post Brexit vote (Q3-16). This
commands 5% of the sawn softwood market. In quarter is the worst performing quarter
the context of Brexit, it had been expected that over the two years analysed.

However,

Irish timber’s exposure to the UK market would prices quickly recovered in Q4 2016 and,
negatively impact timber prices for forest owners while they settled in early 2017, Q4 2017 is
in Ireland. The immediate impact was the seen to have performed better than all
devaluation of Sterling by 15% overnight and this other quarters.
fed through to timber prices in Ireland very soon
after. However, was this price drop sustained in
the months after Brexit and where are we now?

The UK economy has continued to grow and
this coupled with price recovery in the UK
by sawmillers and increasing domestic

To answer these questions, Veon analysed its demand means that prices achieved by
timber sale database covering this period. The

forest owners have improved. So long as

figure on the left shows average 1st / 2nd Thinning these factors continue timber prices will
timber prices per quarter from January 2016 to continue to perform well.
December 2017 – 8 quarters of data.

“…price recovery in the UK by sawmillers and increasing domestic demand means that prices
achieved by forest owners have improved.”

Private Timber Supply Falls in 2016
Planting Levels
New forest planting levels in Ireland have
hit a low point. The reason for this is due
to the mix of competing land uses,
excessive bureaucracy and environmental
constraints which don’t always stand up to
scrutiny. It is past time for government to

There was an unexpected fall in private sector
softwood volumes being available for processing in
2016. Where forecast volumes were expected to
exceed 900,000m3, actual figures are 518,000m3
commercial softwood available for processing or
620,000m3 total harvest volume including
firewood.

Commercial Softwood
Available for Processing
Thousand Cubic Metres

Year

Private

State

Total

2011

386

2,299

2,685

2012

343

2,269

2,998

2013

328

2,474

2,802

2014

447

2,434

2,881

The drivers for this shortfall are thought to be:

2015

646

2,377

2,972

• Excessive Red Tape

2016

518

2,600

3,118

The harsh reality is that forecast output is far
below what it should be and the underlying cause
must be addressed.

recognise that fundamental changes are
needed to overcome this.
From a landowner’s perspective, the
current grant scheme remains attractive.
Veon’s own research shows that clients
who have made the decision to put land
into forestry are highly satisfied with the

• Forest Entrances

outcome.
Therefore, the barriers that are holding the
sector back from greater development are
not financial in nature. It is crucial that
planting levels come back up to the original
targets as current low planting levels will
leave a gap in future timber production and
seriously impact Ireland’s ability to meet its
emissions targets. The latter not only has a
serious environmental implication but will
substantially

Private forest owners are first generation owners
who come to all stages of the forest rotation for
the first time. The bureaucracy surrounding
harvesting roads and felling licences is becoming
ever more cumbersome to administer and is an
inevitable barrier to activity.

increase

penalties that Ireland faces.

the

financial

Seven years after a dual consent system was
introduced for forest entrances, this remains in
place. Entrances necessarily happen at the time
of road construction and, with first thinning
being a very low value activity, the costs
associated with planning applications and Forest
Service road applications, including the costs of
any permission that may emerge, often prove
excessive to owners. Proof of this is the
comparison between forest harvesting road
applications submitted and actual forest roads
constructed. Thankfully, as of December 2017, it
appears probable that the long-promised Single
Consent System will emerge shortly.
• Lack of Engagement
There is empirical evidence that some owners

* IFFPA (Provisional Figures)

are not actively engaging with their forests.
The underlying reasons for this are unclear
but could include the fact that farmer
owners remain busy on the rest of the farm
and a lack of awareness of the need for
timely thinning.
Solutions
After 30 years of investment in forestry, the
private estate is now ready to become
significantly more productive.
Industry and training bodies must redouble
their efforts to ensure forest owners engage
with their forests. These valuable assets
should either be pushed on into production or
sold to owners who are motivated to do so.
In addition to providing environmental and
social benefits, these forests were planted to
be productive, so there is little basis for much
of the red tape that exists. This is not to
propose any lack of oversight, just a more
efficient approach to the required oversight
and a far more appropriate regulatory
environment is essential.
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Forest Machine Operator Training
In 2009, the FTEI Training Needs Analysis showed a requirement for training of harvesting
machine operators. With an aging workforce and a predicted doubling of the harvest volumes
between now and 2035, the primary constraint to greater harvesting activity has been access to
suitably trained personnel.

Veon is proud to have been at the centre of the development of the newly launched Forest
Machine Operator Training Programme. Based in Ballyhaise College, the programme benefits
from access to a harvesting simulator enabling trainees to hone their skills in the classroom
before taking up placements with host harvesting contractors. With a modularised format,
candidates can enter the programme with varying degrees of experience to ensure that they get
the most relevant training for them.
The first trainees are to receive their QQI Certificates in January 2018 and Ballyhaise is open to
applicants coming forward to enter the programme.
While the doubling of the harvest volumes is often discussed, the direct connection between this
expanded harvest and the creation of sustainable rural employment is too often overlooked.
After a long period of growth and development, Ireland’s forestry sector is now set to expand its
employment creation and the training course is further evidence of this potential becoming a
reality.

“…employment that is based around the forest is permanent,
sustainable employment. Such jobs will not suddenly move
abroad at the whim of a multinational.”
Harvesting is a vital link in the value chain. Without it, timber will never get to market, sawmills
will continue to import material that Ireland has a naturally occurring strategic advantage in
growing and all those downstream jobs will exist elsewhere in another jurisdiction.
Once timber is harvested, it must then be transported. A doubling of harvest volumes will have
an immediate impact on the scale of the timber transport sector. Veon calculates that Ireland’s
timber haulage fleet already contributes in excess of €17 million in direct taxes and levies to
central government. This is solely from the timber trucks and before admin or support
personnel are considered or any of the other economic multipliers are factored in.
Further economic expansion occurs at the mill, with Ireland’s already modern sawmills being
supplied with greater volumes of domestic timber rather than imports. Mills on single shifts will
go to double shifts and further rural employment occurs. This is followed by even greater levels
of transport as the finished product leaves the mill to its end market destination, often in the
form of exports.
Crucially and all too often overlooked, employment that is based around the forest is
permanent, sustainable employment. Such jobs will not suddenly move abroad at the whim of a
multinational.
The argument for continuing to expand Ireland’s forest sector is overwhelming.
international market needs more sawn softwood and biomass is in increasing demand.

The

The Forest Value Chain
The graphic to the right shows the forest lifecycle as it interacts with the overall value chain.
Too often the focus is only on the trees in the forest just as it can only be on the cattle in a
farmer’s field and not how society as a whole depends on the wider activities that occur around
such land uses.
To put it into context, there are 12,000 jobs relying on the forest value chain. They work in the
nurseries, the hauliers, sawmills and in all the facilities that handle the €355 million in forest
product exports2 that leave Ireland each year.
Everytime that Ireland misses its target for planting lands, so jobs are put at risk in nurseries and
forest establishment companies. This fact should be obvious to all. However what may not be
obvious is the permanent future effects of missing our planting targets now.
2

(Continued Overleaf)
IFFPA – An Overview of the Irish Forestry and Forest Products Sector 2016

Forest Value Chain
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The Forest Value Chain (continued from prior page)
If Ireland misses its targets by 5,000 hectares in any given year, and this is what has been

Veon

happening for too long now, then there is a direct impact on future activity. If we don’t plant it,
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we will be unable to harvest it because it simply won’t exist. This means that Ireland won’t have
the material to process and the 12,000 jobs we have today cannot be expanded upon.
The €2.3 billion in GDP that is generated from the forestry sector will not grow to where it could
be.
Turning this around, had Ireland not planted all those lands in the 1990s when 20,000+ hectares
were being planted each year, then we would not have those 12,000 rural jobs today. It would be
far fewer. Nor would we be looking at a doubling of the timber harvest in the coming 10-15 years

Find us on the Web:
Website: www.veon.ie
YouTube:
www.youtube.com/c/VeonForestry

with all the new jobs potentially that comes with it.
Earlier in this edition, it was reported that a new Harvester Training programme has launched.
This is being driven by the demand for newly qualified drivers to ensure we have these skills in
Ireland as we face a large increase in timber harvesting volumes. These new jobs will secure an
increased supply to Ireland’s sawmilling sector, allowing that sector to employ more, to substitute
imports and export greater amounts of processed Irish timber.
It will also secure renewed growth in employment in nurseries and forest establishment
companies as harvested lands must be replanted.
So, if Ireland wants this rural-based growth to continue – if Ireland wants to secure the potential
of its forestry sector – then government must overcome its current need to introduce ever greater
amounts of red tape and bureaucracy that is preventing landowners from embracing forestry.

Looking For Your Local Veon Forester?
Veon’s Services
-

Afforestation

-

Forest Management

-

Harvesting Roads

-

Forest Thinning

-

Harvesting

-

Reforestation

-

Forest Consultancy

Contact one of our
Regional Managers for more
information

or call us on

1800 719 399; or
+353 1 284 1777

